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Larsen, Alvin Rencher, and Tim Layton, specialists
in statistics at Brigham Young University, used some
hi
ues

such as the, to, which, it, andf!~r which are used by
everyone, regardless of the context of the writing or the
the exhaustin

sentence length or frequency of certain common words,
for example. The Larsen group maintained that such pat-

Using these frequency counts, they established individual author wordprints. By comparing the wordprints

terns can be used to determine which passages of writing
belong to one author and which belong to another,
Larsen, Rencher, and Layton focused on the use of
...... certa noncontex~al words as one measure of umque

of different authors, they tried to answer two important
questions. The first was whether the wordprints of authors within the Book of Mormon differ si nificantl
from one another~

C)

support Joseph Smith’s claim to have translated the
writings of several different ancient writers. The second
question was whether the wordprints found in the Book
of Moron match those of any nineteenth century authors, including Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon, and Solomon Spaulding, all of whom have been suggested by
nonbelievers as possible authors of the Book of Mormon.
After conducting numerous tests and analyses, Lar-.
sen and his colleagues reached several important conclu-.
sions:
1. None of the Book of iMormon selections resembled
the writings of any of the suggested nineteenthcentury authors. 2
2. Joseph Smith’s writing is very distinct from that of
the authors of the Book of Mormon. 3
3. The implications for translation are that the process
was both direct and literal and that each individual
author’s style was preserved. Possibly, it was given
to Joseph Smith word for word.4
They concluded their article with this statement: "Our
study has shown conclusively that there were many au-.
thors who wrote the Book of Mormon."s
This op~mistic and authoritative conclusion has understandably been greeted with enthusiasm from members of the Church.6 The authors delivered a forum address on their findings at BYU, and articles about the
wordp:rint analysis have appeared in various newspapers, in BYU Today, and in the Church News. The comment
of a reviewer in Dialogue reveals the confidence placed in
the study by many educated Mormons; he points to "a
Mormon source whose findings [can] be verified," noting that "impartial computers" have proved odds of 10
billion ~o I against single authorship and odds of I billion

through statistical analysis of countable features unique
to a particular author. This process they called stylometry
or stylistics.9
To suppo~ the validity of these assumptions they
scribed sh~cessful examples of using sta~g~ical analysis to
identify the authorshi~ of works disputed ori~ini’O
Citing A. Q. Morton’s book Literary Detection for sup~port,
they stated:
In the literature of stylistic analysis we find many references claiming that for a given author these habits (of
style) are not affected ~y (1)passage of ~mei (2) change of
subject matter, or {3)literary form: They are thus stable
within an author’s writing, but they have been found to
vary from one author to another. ~
It appears, however, that some authorities in the field
of statistical stylistics have serious reservations about

Richard W. Bailey at the University of Michigan. He has
said:
The term "wordprint" is an unfortunate one since it re-

The reason for Bailey’s pessimism is that there are several
studies which show an author’s style is not statistically
stable across time, subject matter, and literary form. Larsen and his associates dted none of these stu~es which
question the basic assumptions of their Book of Mormon
study. In fact, they omitted the ones reported in their
own source on stylistics, A. Q. Morton.
In a recent work, Anthony Kenny was no mo~e optimistic than Bailey: "How far authors are consistent in

The cited conclusions about Book of Mormon selections not resembling
nineteentt -centu autl ors are inappropriate.
to 1 against Joseph Smith’s authorship of the Book of
Mormon. v
Before such claims can be accepted as conclusive by
skeptics outside the church and scholars within, however, the basically faith-promoting wordprint study must
be examined with the same rigor and skepticism reserved
for faith-damaging works. Unfortunately, close scrutiny
of the study indicates that the encouraging conclusions of
its authors may be premature and that several areas of the
study seem vulnerable to criticism: basic assumptions
made about the notion of wordprints, raw data used in
the study, the experimental design used, and presenta’
tion of some results. By examining these weakhesses in
detail and carefully avoiding them in the future, it may
yet be possible to design a study of Book of Mormon author styles which yields conclusions less likely to be
challenged.

speech habits such as vocabulary choice is a matter of
keen debate." ~3 He then demonstrated the reason for the
"keen debate" by examining Aristotle’s use of particles
and simple connectives as examples of noncontextual
words (he used the term "topic-neutral"). It became clear
that Aristotle’s use of these noncontextual ~ords was
neither consistent throughout his corpus of writings nor
even consistent within a single work. ~4
Moreover, Aristotle himself said, "’The style of written
prose is not that of spoken oratory."~s Modern research
has supported this statement, There are numerous
studies ~hich have shown there are distinct style differ’
ences between written and
thor. ,6 This finding is particularly relevant ~or the Larsen
study since some Book of Mormon authors are primarily
historians (Mormon and Moroni) and use the written
form, whereas others are orators (King Benjamin and
Samuel the Lamanite)and use the spoken fo~ of corn~
Basic Assumptions
munication. Therefore, the possibility exists that some of
The Larsen group assumed that wordprints can be
the statistical differences the Larsen group found :might
used to identify "a piece of writing as belonging to a par- be due to the contrast between written and spoken, literticular .author, just as a fingerprint or voiceprint can be ary forms.
traced to its owner or originator.’’a Furthermore, acThe major stylistics authority cited in the Larsen articording to the study, wordprints can be determined cle, A. Q. Morton, also pointed out that spoken and writSunstone/16

O
ten styles differ:

current edition of the Book of Mormon is an edited version of the original 1830 edition. The critical question of

O
O

readily influenced by the literary form of the work being
studied .... The variation in the rate of use seems to be

writings of candidate authors. Nor can multiple
wordprints (and thus multiple authors) be established for

thor. Morton emphasized that the cases in which commonly used words provide valid tests of authorship are

rent edition of the Book of Mormon and the 1830 edition
to make this a significant consideration. Some parties

O
"exceptional situations.’" He cited one such exceptional
case--identifying the authors of the Federalist Papers.
The Larsen group used this same case to support their as-

have counted close to four thousand editorial changes
from the 1830 edition to the present edition of the Book of
Mormon. 19 Examination of these changes shows that

O
O

stability of these styles (if they exist) across time, subject
matter, and literary form is a matter of intense debate.

commonly used, noncontextual words which the researchers used to establish their wordprints.

and debate.

However, there are over 250 places where that occurs in
the 1830 edition but not in the present edition. One
would have to argue that the rates of deletion for this

Raw Data Used

tion of the Book of Mormon since it is stored on
This word is the eleventh most commonly used word in
computer-readable magnetic tapes which are used in the
the present edition. It occurs 1716 times. But in the 1830
Translation Services Department of the Church. Even
edition of the Book of Mormon, which was often used in
with access to these tap6si the researchers perfo~ed a
places where who or whom should have been usedl There
prodigious
of co~Puter
w~i~h .......
i~ol~ed
~re .........
over nine ..........
hundred than es ofgi!i
t~s ............
~pi eii!i
~herewhich
i!
........a~ount
...... ........
.... work
...... ........
.........
and assi~nin~
no longer appears ~at ~s~
of us~nwh~ch
them to authors,
is underestimated by more than one’third w~en we use
In the process of assigning words to authors, they asthe present edition of the Book of Mormon rather than
sumed that when one author described a speech given by
the 1830 edition. While this word was not used in all the

signment pro4edure was the co~ect way to handle the
rent edition was somewhat inadequate ~hey included
problem c~f whether speeches were quoted directly or
an appendix note that "we nee~ to deter6ine what
paraphrased. Treating these passages as direct quotes
differences are introduced by using the 1830 edition of
even if they are paraphrased does not introduce false
the Book of Mormon.’’~1 However, this uncertainty is not
word
them as paraphrases when
reflected in their unqualified condusionsi More than a
they ~:e direct quotations ~ould intr~du~6 nonexistent passing acknowledg6~ent of this need Will be required
wo~d patterns~
~th in and out of the Church Only
W~ile using the ~omputer tapes to assign words in
tests using the 1830 edition will meet generally~acceptefi
this fashion avoided some potentially subtle statistical experimental design standards.
problems, it introduced others. The ~ajor problem with
The data used to establish the word patterns of
using these tapes asthe source for the words (and thus
nineteenth,century authors had similar difficulties.
the ~ordp~ni~)of Book of Mormon authors is that the Some of the passagbs of these authors ~ere taken ~om

...... .... .........

(D

C)
0
C)

O

O

dence of the six words in the phrase "And it came to pass
that" is highly dependent on the literary form. An occurrence of any one of those six words in a passage of
B~k of Mo~ ~ate~al ~s co,elated ~th ~n ~~
~ ~s j~ ~ x ~ersona! lette~
ence of the other five w~rds and gi~es a~ im~e~ia te i~di~
ca~on tha a~t, oris
~6~le~
ted with the
ninet, enth’~entu~ manusc~pts~ ~chard W Bailey has words in that phrase should not be labeled as ~;non~on2
pointed out other considerations in addition to those textual." Their appearance as a group gives one an imO
mediate indica~on of the context in which they are being
concerning editing:
......... ....... ......
,~ ........ ..... , ~ asaaiaryor
~ .... ..... used
and, ......
given that ;Mormon wrote 65 1 percent o~ ~he
~ ~ ~i",
;
: .................. ;~
ay ....eli adoptas~ le markedI different &omy .............. .......
0
......
................................................................
........, ............
............
......................... .........................
...................
ost Yau
horo..............
...........
thP................
assa
......
g ...................
.................
ques
............
.......... .......
on
............
.................
.........
.... ......
.....
at s~mwnflngsforanaudien~eofothers:
S~mfiarlv,
.............m ...........................................................
....................
.................
~e
the
same
suSject
matter
may
call
forth
different
styles
o~
,,
...... occasions, whde d~shnct registers mayvanously
,, it .came to pass that can
d~fferent
phrase And
be noted by exaO
encourage or inhibit the personal mark of style. For these
mining the words which the researchers used in the Larreasons, the documents available to establish the styles of
sen study. The chart of "Frequently Appearing Nonconted texts ~s
textual Words~
: study These
ence~ regis:
~ ......... ..... .... ............
most o[:: the: tests repo~ted ~n:th:e Larsen
~ .....
words are a~angefl in the order of frequent ~itI~ which
group
address the
they appear in the Book of Mormon., The researchers,
possibility of such differences; they compared the hisused only the first ten words frorn this list in many of
0
torical narrative and sermons of the Book of Mormon
their statistical tests; these top ten include four of the
C)

the Evening and Morning Star, the Messenger and Advocate,
and the Times and Seasons, all of which are edited sources,
...... On!y part (~f the passages used to determine Joseph

with newspaper articles, journals, and letters of the
nineteenth-centu .ry authors.
T~, h,
(fr
6 dited
ce~tuii
subtle (and arguably nonexistent) wordprints remain in-.
tact are substantial, at best. Larsen and his colleagues
need to do significant work in addressing these issues.

words in the "And it came to pass that"’ phrase. In other
tests involving the entire set of 38 words, the fact that all

A sound research design must overcome this deficiency. Narrative passages and oratorical passages must
be treated separately if the "And it came to pass that"
phrase is not to bias the results, (Note that the na~ative
:
:
: : and
authorsi
separately! Thi~ is d~: t~ the:fact:that
e
N 6phi ;J~ cobl and Moroni
in both
serious
~tudy were left unresolved by
literary forms.)
the Larsen research group. In some cases, the Larsen
A second group of design problems is related to the
group also overstated the possible conclusions pointed to statistical methods which were used the Larsen

this phrase created problems for them when they noted
in their appendix:
ints

C)

However, their comment does not convey an appreciation of the serious biases this phrase created in their
study. It has been mentioned that word patterns and
styles differ b

a al in s6me :
O

"and it came to pass that" phrase extensively. The
orators (like King Benjamin, Samuel the Lamanite, Alma,
Amulek, and, in other places, Nephi, Moroni, and Jacob)
did~ot;in~o~eitrar~.lyffe~erioccurs!~us th6 in¢i~

ysls;
uster
analysis. In this paper I will deal with the first two. 24
MANOVA tests for homogeneity o:f groups. The re-

teristics to see if the subjects differ from one another. If
two or more of the subjects (authors) differ on one or
more of tlhe characteristics (words), then the MANOVA

need for further analysis of that particular result. He can
then use one-way (as opposed to multivariate) analysis of
at

(authors) differ on the use of one particular word.
The Larsen researchers conducted a number of

styles (wordprints).’’27
The problem with such reporting is that it implies that

authors were Book of Mormon authors, including Isaiah,
Iesus, and the Lord as quoted by Isaiah. Nine of the au-

show 21 or more differences. The MANOVA tests only
showed that several words were used at different rates by

similar tests, the researchers said that "none of the Book
of Mormon selections resembled the writings of any of
)rs.’’2s

lowest usage rate. It would be possible, then, for 20 of the
21 authors to use a word at exactly the same rate. Given
that’’

thing but a meaningless result. It was mentioned earlier
that the MANOVA test signals a statistically significant
difference if it finds that two or more authors differ in the

using more re
ata.
Another test was used which seemed to lend support
to the claims of the Larsen group: discriminant analysis.

other and to Isaiah, Jesus, and the Lord as quoted by
Isaiah. It is highly probable that Sidney Rigdon and
~re of

equation were determined by analyzing frequency
counts to establish the average profile of each author. In
the second stage, the equations based on such

group could have been produced solely by differences
between two nineteenth-century authors. Or it might
have been produced by differences between the words of

~crl~

minant equations to classify passages taken from the 21
Book of Mormon authors. When they applied their equations to

tical word patterns with one another and with one of the
candidate nineteenth-century authors. Thus the cited
conclusions about Book of Mormon selections not re-

process
cated their method of assigning the authors of each passage in the Book of Mormon, and also vindicated the literalness of Joseph’s translation:

cant level is both expected and devoid of meaning.
The researchers also reported their results of applying

writings. (p. 241-242) (Italics theirs.)2~
The 93 percent success rate, however, was achieved

MANOVA to both 10-word and 38-word wordprints for
the 21 Book of Mormon authors (this time correctly

by reclassifying the passages which were used to build
the equations in the first place. A true test of classification

21 authors’’26 and later commented, referring to their
Book of Mormon MANOVA tests, that "it does not seem

Unfortunately, they did not report this unbiased success
rate in all their discriminant analysis results.

authorship styles exist in the Book of Mormon. But this is
not necessarily the case. The accuracy of a classification
for authors, passages of text cannot be evaluated without
sam~ie s~es involved;
C)
Fo]i instancei assu~e we have passages of text
longing to ~our different a~thors ~e d6sire to a~sign
these passages to the author who wrote them. A classification method which randomly assigns passages to au-C)
thors would achieve a 25 percent level of accuracy (one
correct assignment in fou~ attempts)! Another method
O w~eh give~ ~ ~gher level of a~¢ur~{~ ~ould appear to be
agood a~sig~6ht ~ethodl
But this i’s not the {ase if the number of passages used
to rep~:esent the writing of each author is not equal. If the
O
first a~athor’e passages represent 65 percent of the pas-........... ~ges used~ t hen the naive method of assigning all pas,
sa~es iio ~t i iuthor ¢ouid a~eve a 65 perc~t I~eI 6~ ac~
O

powerful statistical tools to see if they pick up such spurious differences. For instance, several passages of Joseph
Smith,s unedited writings should be tested to see if
MANOVA !ifindsi! sta~s~caI differences
If it
does;then the ~pes or pe~ods of writings that produce
these differenc~ mustbe treated separately i~ future
testing.
These considerable problems in. experimental .design
and in the way results were expressed raise questions
about the validity of the conclusions drawn from the Larsen study, We d~not know; of course/whether ttghteni ng the assumptions made about the noti~ of
w6rdprints; usin~ unedited materials strengthel~ing ex,
perimental design, and more carefully and cautiously
drawing conclusions will alter the results. It may riot. But
as long as even ol
; of weakness remains, meaningf~ c, i ~c
be drawn.

sure a ~hus i it is not possible to juage how good the re a
h owported 70 to 80 percent classification level in the Larsen ever, it has called our attention to an area of Book of
study is without knowing the number of sample pas- Mormon research that should be examined closely. The
O
sages ~used for each author,
next step is to design another stylistics study which aIris difficult to determine in some ~laces what sample voids ~e probiems ~hich plague~ the Larsen study:
~ests W~ich involved 2~ or
First~ ahy s~dy of Boo~ of Mormon au~horsla_ip ~les
O ~ore B66~ of
the
should dea| wit~ ~ne~ted mate~als ~e 1830 e~itioh of
basis of the smailness of the sampIes representing aua the Book of Mormon must be used in all sampling for
thors such as Zeniff, Mosiah, Enos, and Father. In many
Book of Mormon authors. (Actually, it would be better if
O
tests these authors could be represented by only one
the original manuscript were used since Oliver Cowdery
block of one thousand words, It is somewhat unusual to made some editorial changes in the copy that went to the
re~resent a sta~s~al ~enomenon ~ith a sampte size of
p~nteri Unfo~unately~ o~y portions ~t that manusc~pt
~ ~30) gO~
P ....
g ~of w~fin g,
O o e This is because ~he sta~s~cal tests used b~ the Lar-st~l exist
inai ass~ ~s
unedited for
sen ~up are based onthe differences m wordpnnts be,
grammar or awkw~dness; must be used to repres entth e
tween authors compared to the differences in wordprints
work of any nineteenth-century authors to which ]Book of
within the sampled writings of a single author. For those Mormon passages are compared.
C)
authors with a sample of only one or two passages, it is
Second, there are several methods of defining
not p0ssible to obtain a reading on their internal wordprints. The fr~uency with which common words
rely onthe are u~ed by authors has b~en shown to be unstable as a
O assu~pfionthat~Iauthors ha vethesa~erateo~internal wordprin~ definitioni Alternative definitions ~lust be
wordp~nt va~a~onl Howeveri it is not possible to test examined.; especiaily those which have been shov, n to be
this a:~sumption with samples of only one passage, stable for a single author over time, subject matter, and
Adequate tests of the assumption cannot be performed
literary form.
O

C)

work iin statistical analysis of style has been done with
much less sophisticated statistical tools. Little work has

sages.
Fourth, baseline studies should be ~andertaken using

passages
Out O vi gthesamplesizesinvolved.
been done with MANOVA and discriminant analysis,
the wordprint definition selected. That is, the works of
Thus
we
do
not
know
very
much
about
how
these
tools
Nephi
should be examined to determine how stable his
O
writings are, using the selected definition and measurinl~
rea_ct when .applied to .word patterns.of the_ same .aut.hor
statistical variation with the powerful statisticai tool~
and tel ~ord patterns ot different ~ut~ys. ltmay ~e treat
due t;~ iheir sensi~vi~ they can find’i sta~s~cally sig, employed in the Larsen study. If the base!ine studies
C) ~f!cant differences in the s~les of a single author: Even sh~w the
u~ other
........... the s~rn’~le sta~s~cal techruques have found these k~nds
categories for passages beyond just the narrative and
of differences in some works. Thus a statistical difference
oratorical.
O
in the styles of two passages does not necessarily mean
Fifth, in tests which compare Book of Mormon authey were written by different authors.
~aseline studie~ s~ould be conducted with these
S~stone/:~) :

Mormon authors to narrative of the nineteenth-century
authors. Like comparisons should be made for oratorical

possible to prove the existence of multiple authors of the
Book of Mormon.

King James language style should not be included in
these tests.
Finally, the tests which compare the writings of

and
the

when comparing Sidney Rigdon’s writings to the Book of
Mormon, and so on.

it
for

-~
which
Results based on the next generation of wordprint
studies may yet provide the encouraging support sought a

Conclusion
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present time, however, given the tentative nature of this
"wordprints" and given the data and experimental de- now
inherent in the Larsen stud~ it would be

An Analysis of Wordprints," BYU Studi~ 20 (Spring, 1980) pp. 225-251.

could be cited.

2. Ibid., p. 234.

17. Morton, Literal. Detection, p. 102.

3. Ibid., p. 242.

18. Ibid., pp. 102-104. The author wrote A. Q. Morton in Scotland and asked him if he had

4.

6. Th,
there is also importance to people inside the Church who are engaged in translating the Book of
Mormon into foreign languages. If the words of the Book of Mormon authors are so closely
translated from their language into English as to preserve their wordprints, then it would appear that a very literal translation should be used in translating from English to other foreign

9. Ibid, p. 226.

Shakespeare had significantly different usage rates for the wordsand, the, to, of, my, 1, in, and
that in works of different literary form. Most of these words were used in the Larsen Study (See
Sidebar).
19. Gerald and Sandra Tanner, 3,913 Changes in the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Modern

Aided Literary and Linguistic Research (1979) p. 9.

10. A. Q. Morton, Litera~ Detection (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1979).
11. Larsen et al., p. 227.

23. Larsenet al., p. 44.
24. Cluster analysis is not a statistical procedure in the same sense as MANOVA and discriminant anal sis. It does

12. Persona! commur

)xford: Clarend0n Press, i978L p. 71. ..... ..........
27. Ibid., p. 244.
14. Ibid., pp. 90-98. Another interesting work relevant to this debate is Statistics and S~,h’,
edited by Bailey and Dolzel, American Elsevier, New York, 1979. One selection from this book is
28. lbid., p. 241-242. (Italics theirs.)
by Kai Rander Buch. He shows that the sentence length of an author changes over time.
29. Ibid., p. 238.
Another selection by Friederick Antosch sho~s that there are statistica! style differences be~ ..........

s0~s,~ ~N6W ~ot~ ~ M~ad~ ~i6’~a~ ~s~’~ ........... ............
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16. Studies showing differences in spoken and w~tten style include: Joseph A. DeVito, "A
Linguistic Analysis of Spoken and Written Language," Ct~ztral Stah~ Speech Journal 18 (May,
1967) pp. 81-85; Joseph A. DeVito, "Levels of Abstraction in Spoken and Written Language,"
The Journal of Communication 17 (December 196~ pp. 354-361; James W. Gibson~ taL, ~YA Quan,
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study the condi~ons desired by Ba~ey were more closely met.
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